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There is by now little doubt that we are currently being governed by those that 
seem to have an anti-intellectual mind-set. This spells trouble for universities 
that are concerned with high standards of teaching and research.

JNU students and teachers protest the police action against JNUSU president 
Kanhaiya Kumar.

Recent events at JNU raise many questions pertinent to us as citizens of 
India. The questions have become imperative because it is apparent that 
many who govern us have little sensitivity to understanding the fundamental 
issues crucial to governance. For example, what are the necessary aspects 
of a democratic system, or how essential are equality and human rights as 
components of democracy to be taught and nurtured in educational 
institutions. Every articulation of thought and action is judged these days by 
its immediate political implications and seldom by the wider context of ethics, 
society and citizenship.

A recent example was the discussion on capital punishment where a handful 
of students had gathered on the JNU campus. Obviously the names of those 
recently given this punishment cropped up in the discussion, and very soon 
this became the dominant political aspect and the sole consideration, setting 
aside all other questions. Slogans took over in a confused fashion as 
happens in such situations and the serious issue of capital punishment was 
lost. Capital punishment is not just an issue of concern to nationalism alone. It 
involves aspects of ethics, morality, religion as well as the context of the 
punishment, and it is not in the least bit surprising that opinions differ on all 
these issues. The logical follow-up could have been a more extended 
discussion of the subject, from other perspectives, rather than the insistence 
by some of those present that this was an anti-national issue, and their then 
proceeding to have the government intervene and clamp down on it.

Sedition and secession

As has been said by almost everyone who has written on this event, the 
terms that the government uses in its charges against the JNU students are 
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tanks of the RSS. Not to mention that it makes those employed in universities 
more pliant.

A culture worth fighting for

For those of us who were among the founding members of JNU, the events of 
the last few days at the university is a moment of a far bigger intellectual and 
emotional crisis than has ever happened before in its history. JNU was 
founded on the principles of democratic functioning, both administratively and 
in the content of the education it imparted. It meant a generally positive 
relationship between teacher and student, and a frequency of free discussion 
both on matters academic and on the world we live in. It meant more rigorous 
training in the subjects taught and this experience improved the work both of 
teachers and students, and all of which was underlined by an insistence on 
critical enquiry. We were conscious of stretching our minds to beyond what 
was readily known and in encouraging students to look beyond the obvious. It 
was these factors that made it into a prestigious university, a trend-setter in 
many subjects that were taught in other Indian universities. It was again these 
factors that gave it international recognition, on par in many subjects with the 
best universities outside India.

This of course is the opposite of the rather pathetic BJP-RSS version of what 
is meant by education at any level, judging by the views of the HRD ministry. 
To see the BJP-RSS government trying to annul what we have achieved in 
JNU and reduce the university to a pedestrian teaching shop, is like having to 
see the work on one’s lifetime being systematically destroyed. Many of us 
chose to work in JNU rather than take up lucrative positions in universities 
abroad, because we had a vision that we could make it among the best 
academic centres located in India. And that excellence it has experienced. As 
one academic who lived a substantial part of my life working in the JNU, and 
contributing to this vision, the hostility of the current government to the JNU 
leaves me with a sense of despair and sadness for the future of universities in 
India. However, I must add that experiencing the protest of the JNU 
community against the attack that has been mounted on it, does make me 
feel that perhaps the values that we had tried to inculcate in its early years 
have taken root. When JNU recovers from the trauma of this attack it is likely 
to be even more committed to the values for which it was created – 
excellence not only in intellectual enterprise but also in endorsing a humane 
and open society upholding the rights of every Indian citizen.

The author Romila Thapar is a historian who taught at the Centre of Historical 
Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University for many years.Studies, 
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the last 18 months in various institutions. They are relied upon to follow the 
orders of the government. The next step is to locate a group preferably 
debating contemporary issues, and instruct the local AVBP cadres to create a 
confrontation with such a group in the course of the meeting, and the 
confrontation could even result in some violence. This allows the ABVP to 
claim that they were attacked first and for a complaint to be made to the local 
BJP politician, readily to hand, who then takes it up with the minister, and who 
then orders the authority concerned to rusticate the students, to bring the 
police into the premises and arrest the non-AVBP students, irrespective of 
whether or not they were involved in the confrontation.

The normal university reaction in the past has been not to allow police on the 
campus or to make arrests. The exception was during the Emergency. 
Generally, a committee of enquiry is appointed by the university. It is treated 
as an internal matter of the institution. Police action can only be permitted if 
there is a serious breach of law. A group of students shouting slogans is not a 
serious breach of law. What was done in the JNU reminds me of the saying 
“to bring a sledge-hammer to crack an egg.” The intention was obviously not 
just to crack the egg but to smash it completely. But it looks as if the egg is 
now on the face of the government.

One might well ask why the BJP-RSS is so bent on dismantling institutions of 
learning and converting them into teaching shops. Is it the premium on 
conformity and out-of-date knowledge that the BJP-RSS would like to define 
as education? Is it the kind of education that is given in the shishu–mandirs 
and madrassas that is seen as ideal in form? Interestingly the institutions that 
come under attack are those that are associated with freedom of thought, the 
asking of questions, the advancing of knowledge. Those that conform to 
education as learning by rote and providing supervised answers are not 
interfered with all that much, since this pattern of learning fits into a catechism 
style.

There is by now little doubt that we are currently being governed by those that 
seem to have an anti-intellectual mind-set. This spells trouble for universities 
that are concerned with high standards of teaching and research, and it would 
seem beyond the comprehension of those governing. One can only ask why 
the government is so apprehensive of intellectuals? Is the government being 
ham-handed with universities because from the minister down they fear the 
potential power of those universities that encourage their students to think 
independently? Or is this a deliberate way of creating a general ambience of 
fear in the institutions? The existence of such a fear would make it easier to 
impose syllabi, courses and methods of teaching emanating from the think 
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problematic and cannot be bandied about in a casual way. Charges of 
sedition, extremely serious as they are, nevertheless are slapped on anyone 
for virtually any critical opinion about the country. Even the dictionary 
meaning of sedition is enticement to violence and the overthrow of the state/
government. As others have pointed out, there is a considerable difference 
between advocacy of violent methods and actual incitement to  violence. But 
such distinctions seem to be beyond the comprehension of most politicians.

To maintain that a statement made about the possibility of a segment of the 
Indian nation breaking away is sedition, shows neither an understanding of 
the word nor knowledge of the historical occasions in the last half century 
when such statements were made with reference to other parts of India. This 
is not the first time that Kashmir has been mentioned as part of such a 
suggestion. There have been earlier threats of secession from other parts of 
the nation, such as Nagaland and Tamil Nadu, and the intention of 
establishing the Sikh state of Khalistan to mention just a few. Some others 
are not completely silent even in present times. Threats of secession are in 
part the way in which nationalisms play out in nations that extend over large 
territories and multiple cultures. It has to be understood as a process of 
change and debated rather than being silenced by calling it sedition.

The debate on sedition goes back to the early years of independence when 
the attempt to silence free speech was successfully resisted by the Supreme 
Court, (Brij Bhushan vs. State of Delhi and Romesh Thapar vs. Union of 
India). Nehru was in favour of expunging sedition as unconstitutional. Those 
were the days when democracy was valued and was nurtured. We should 
familiarise ourselves with the many occasions when sedition has been 
objected to and on valid grounds, and therefore consider its removal from the 
body of laws. Laws that can be easily misused should be reconsidered. 
Governance does imply taking an intelligent interest in the debates on the 
laws by which we are meant to be governed.

The first foray

Then there are those who, because they are critical of some aspects of the 
nation, are immediately condemned as anti-national. Taken literally this 
adjective would apply to a large number of Indians who are critical of various 
aspects of events in India. Governments turn by turn have described people 
as anti-national but the frequency of this accusation has increased in the last 
couple of years. It has been applied so often by the BJP that the word has 
become virtually meaningless, but not harmless, because it can be used to 
politically persecute a person. The ancestor to the BJP – the Jan Sangh party, 
when it was part of the government of Morarji Desai, subsequent to the 
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Emergency – criticized the history textbooks written by some of us and 
published by the NCERT. We were accused of being anti-Indian and anti-
national for the views we held on ancient Indian history. The government 
demanded that our books be proscribed. But in the election that followed the 
government fell, so the books survived.

Almost 25 years later, in the first NDA government the matter was taken up 
again. The then education minister, Murli Manohar Joshi and his BJP cohorts 
referred to the authors of the textbooks – and I was included in this – as not 
only anti-Hindu but also anti-national, anti-Indian, and academic terrorists of 
the worst kind. Enthusiastic politicians demanded that we should be arrested 
and punished for writing these books. Fortunately, the first NDA government 
did not take itself too seriously and did not go around arresting many teachers 
and students for being anti-national, largely because their definition of what 
was anti-national became a matter for ridicule. Anti-national for them was in 
effect a limited term, namely anti-Hindu.

Pathetic attempt

In the latest move of the BJP-RSS government pertaining to universities, the 
student union president who was arrested at JNU has been accused of being 
anti-national and indulging in sedition. He has been accused of raising 
slogans on independence for Kashmir and praise of Pakistan. The irony is 
that the student union president who was doing just the opposite of what 
would be regarded as anti-national and seditious and was trying to close the 
discussion, was the one who was arrested.

It is now being held, very much as an after thought, that the group that held 
the meeting were instigated by the Lashkar-e-Tayyaba. This is at best a 
rather pathetic attempt to institute a charge of terrorism with no other 
evidence but a dubious tweet. Does government evidence rely on tweets? 
And are dubious tweets enough to accuse a person of sedition ? This is not 
just a case of the government and the police being adamant, but it appears to  
be a well-planned strategy to destabilise JNU. There was just too much 
unusual alacrity in the way events moved. One can’t help but feel that 
somewhere along the line, the present government has lost its initial 
confidence in itself and is now resorting to unpleasant tactics. An example of 
this was the way in which JNU faculty and students and some media people 
were beaten up at the Patiala House Court by a bunch of lawyers, said to be 
of the BJP, when there was to be a hearing of the case against the student 
union president. Are the courts of law now going to have to resort to fisticuffs?

Education as catechism
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The ideology central to the BJP-RSS has no space or use for liberal thought. 
Education for such organisations means only what can be called a kind of 
catechism. This is a memorisation of a narrow set of questions rooted in faith 
and belief and an equally narrow set of answers that prohibit any doubt or 
deviation. The same technique applies to all subjects. Therefore educational 
centres that allow questioning and discussion are anathema and have to be 
dismantled.

Since what is referred to as Hinduism does not confine itself to a single 
sacred book, nor is there exclusive worship of a single monotheistic God, the 
notion of blasphemy so crucial to the Christian and Islamic religions has little 
application to the Hindu religion. However, in the Hindutva version of 
Hinduism, aimed at establishing a Hindu Rashtra – a state where Hindus are 
the primary citizens and the purpose of governance is to uphold Hindu 
principles – the notion of a kind of blasphemy is applied to those that are 
critical of Hindutva that is equated with the Hindu Rashtra. This is then 
equated with the nation. Criticism of it is described as anti-nationalism so 
such criticism can be silenced. To call criticism as “hurt sentiment” is now 
much too mild. It has to be treated as blasphemy/anti-nationalism, and 
treated as a serious crime. This helps to convert a secular state into a 
religious state, which ultimately is the aim of the RSS.

The BJP-RSS government currently in power is unable to have a dialogue 
with an institution such as the JNU and other similar universities such as the 
Hyderabad Central University. The emphasis from the start in such 
universities has been on questioning existing knowledge, exploring new 
knowledge and relating knowledge to the existing reality. This is the very 
opposite of merely handing down selected information without questioning it. 
This is a problem that the BJP-RSS government has to face with a number of 
pace-setting prestigious centres of learning that do not substitute catechism 
for learning, and instead demand the right to debate a subject that may be 
thought to be blasphemous to the nation as defined by Hindutva. So the 
alternative is to try and dismantle such centres of learning by creating 
disturbances. This will eventually prevent them from functioning as they are 
intended to do.

Method in the madness

There seems to be something of a pattern in the organisation of such 
disturbances, since there is a repetition of the same procedure in each case. 
The similarities are curious. The first step is to ensure that the person 
appointed in a position of authority in the institution is relatively unknown, as 
have been many of the directors, chairmen, and vice-chancellors appointed in 
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